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I am so excited about the future and the days that are ahead. I’m 
especially grateful to be on the journey with you and to have you 
as a key partner in this thing we call Exponential Ventures: Future 
Church Initiative!

It was nearly a decade ago when Exponential published a short 
document titled, “From Mega to Multi to Micro.” This piece was 
simultaneously a picture of what our team was seeing as a picture of 

the future AND a manifesto of sorts for what we increasingly prayed the future would 
become.

At Exponential, our mission is razor focused. It’s a mission that, when accomplished, 
will allow us to shut down our ministry. We are activists seeking to see the percentage 
of US churches that ever reproduce increase from less than 10% to greater than 
16%. We believe this represents a tipping point where multiplication will become a 
normative measure of success in the church.

Our biggest challenge? A programmatic operating system that, while producing 
growth, is inherently not capable of healthy reproduction. Said differently, programs 
never reproduce…never ever…people do. And multiplication is healthy reproduction, 
four generations into the future, across a substantial number of people within a group.

It is vital that we rediscover Jesus’ method of relational disciple making and value the 
mobilization of everyday missionaries to their everyday mission fields as the key to 
healthy reproduction. The fresh models and approaches we pursue and embrace need 
to have these inherently reproducing priorities at their core.

The recent past has left us with more questions than answers when it comes to making 
disciples and multiplying the church. Will things ever get back to normal? And if so, is 
that a good thing?

Should we focus on online strategies, press into new forms for gathering, or hybrid 
models? Will church leaders need a new form of training, preparation, and funding? 
What about buildings, giving, staffing, technology, and planning?

Seeing our operating system, and the resulting vision, values, strategies and priorities 
shift from one characterized by accumulation and consumption and moving to one 
of sending and releasing will take fresh thinking and new approaches. This priority is 
at the core of the Future Church Initiative. Over the next 36 hours, you will have the 
opportunity to listen to and participate in 15 presentations from practitioner leaders 
who are trying innovative things. We believe these projects have at least one element 
that has the potential to be a shaping factor in the future expressions of church that 
will be vital to healthy reproduction.

While none of these projects are a “silverbullet,” they do have things to teach us. And 
it’s the collection of small learnings that just might produce a huge impact.

So please lean in and engage this conversation!

Todd Wilson 
Exponential President and CEO

MEET OUR TEAM...
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WELCOMEWELCOME TO THE 
2021 SHARK TANK EVENT

Todd 
Wilson
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Williams
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DAY 1
Wednesday, August 11, 2021  •  1:00 - 5:00 p.m. CST

DAY 2
Thursday, August 12, 2021  •  8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. CST

Innovations Shaping the Future Expressions of Church
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12:00 - 1:00 p.m.  Registration

 1:00 p.m. ROUND 1 - OVERVIEW: Project Presentations, Hudson Hall

 2:25 p.m. ROUND 2 - Q&A: Visit Project Booths

 3:05 - 5:00 p.m. ROUND 2 - Q&A: Breakout Sessions for Day 1 Projects

         Breakout Session 1 - 3:05 p.m.

         Breakout Session 2 - 3:45 p.m.

         Breakout Session 3 - 4:25 p.m.

 Breakout Q&A    Room 2000 - Mark Lutz, LUX Digital Church 

         Room 2004 A - Matt Souza, GodSquad Church

         Room 2004 B - David Drury, One Multichurch  
  Network

         Room 2004 C - Hannah Gronowski Barnett,  
  Generation Distinct

        Room 2006 - Rob Wegner, KC Underground

         Room 2008 A - Myron Pierce, Mission Church 

         Room 2008 B - Doug Paul, Disciple Making Lab

 Session  
 Locations: 

 8:00 a.m. ROUND 1 - OVERVIEW: Project Presentations, Hudson Hall 

 9:30 a.m.  ROUND 2 - Q&A: Visit Project Booths

    ROUND 2 - Q&A: Breakout Sessions for Day 1 Projects 

        Breakout Session 1 - 10:10 a.m.

         Breakout Session 2 - 10:50 a.m.

         Breakout Session 3 - 11:30 a.m.

 Breakout Q&A    Room 2000 - Joel Repic, Greenhouse Network

         Room 2004 A - Robert Frazier and Dusty Benner,  
  The Syndicate

         Room 2004 B - Ryan Delamater, OCNWTR Church

         Room 2004 C - Jordan Whitmer, HowToLife Movement

         Room 2006 - Jason Shepperd, Church Project

        Room 2008 A - Carrie Williams, The Truth Republic 

         Room 2010 - Stephanie Leathe, Altar Live

12:00 p.m. Lunch 
 Food Trucks, Café 

 1:00 p.m. ROUND 3 - SELECTION: Finalist Interviews, Hudson Hall 

 2:50 - 3:00 p.m. ROUND 3 - SELECTION: Grant Winners Announced,  
Hudson Hall

 10:10 a.m.  - 
 12:00 p.m.

 Session  
 Locations: 
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FUTURE CHURCH INITIATIVE

SHARK TANK PROCESS & 
GRANT SELECTION

Each project presenting at the Nashville Exponential Ventures gathering 
will receive a minimum $2000 grant. In addition, the project is welcomed 

into the Future Church Initiative which includes multiple avenues of 
platforming their project, an entrepreneurship cohort process, and more. 
Plus, during the two-days, each project will be in the running for one of  

five additional grants selected by Exponential Venture partners with 
a top grant awarded in the amount of $25,000. 

ROUND 1 - OVERVIEW (Day 1 & Day 2)
15 projects will present their vision and strategy over the two-day event. The 
projects will be divided into 2 groups with 7 projects presenting on Day 1 
(Wednesday afternoon) and 8 projects presenting on Day 2 (Thursday morning). 

At the beginning of each day, all attendees will gather in Hudson Hall to hear 
ROUND 1 OVERVIEW presentations by project leaders as they deliver a 5-minute 
pitch outlining their mission and impact. The goal of Round 1 is for attendees 
to capture the vision of each project and begin to evaluate the innovation, 
sustainability, potential, and additional characteristics. And, you are encouraged to 
begin determining the projects you will want to explore more in Round 2.

ROUND 2 - Q&A (Day 1 & Day 2)
ROUND 2 Q&A begins with a quick walk through of exhibit booths for each project 
manned by project leaders. The purpose of the exhibit booth time is to help you 
select which Q&A Breakouts you will attend during Round 2. Be sure to have 
brief interactions at the booths to greet the leaders while capturing the identity, 
materials, etc. of each project. If you are attending with teammates, this is an 
opportunity to determine how you can divide and conquer to cover as many Q&A 
Breakouts as possible.

You will have three Breakout Q&A Sessions to select from each day providing 
you the opportunity to have interaction with three of the projects. Q&A Breakout 
locations are listed in the Schedule on page 2 and page 3. The projects that present 
during Day 1, Round 1 (Wednesday) will be the same projects that will present in 
the Day 1, Round 2 Q&A Breakouts. In similar fashion the Day 2 projects will pitch in 
Round 1 and be in Round 2 Q&A Breakouts on Thursday.

FUTURE CHURCH INITIATIVE CRITERIA
1. Innovation – Is the project evolutionary or revolutionary? Evolutionary 

changes are incremental improvements of existing tactics or programs. 
Revolutionary changes are game-changers and inspire comments like, 
“We’ve never thought about doing it that way,” and, “They’re doing what?!  
I never would have considered that approach.” Is it solving a clear problem/ 
need, and does it have defined measures or indicators of success? 

2. Maturity – What kind of impact is being made and what are the results? 

3. Sustainability – Does this project have enough infrastructure to support its 
staff and ministry? 

4. Scalability – Is there a reproducible model to support the potential for 
exponential growth? 

5. Diversity – Does this project add to the mosaic of diversity of models, 
approaches, age, gender, and ethnicity?

TOP 5 GRANTS TO BE AWARDED IN NASHVILLE

1st Place $25,000 

2nd Place $15,000 

3rd Place $10,000 

4th Place $5,000 

5th Place $5,000

Note: 14 of the 15 projects presenting are eligible for the Top 5 Grants. Altar 
Live is not in the running for a grant as a for-profit organization and will not be 
included in the voting process.

ROUND 3 - SELECTION (Day 2)
Following Round 2 on Day 2, Exponential Venture Partners will vote to select the 
top 5 projects who will move to ROUND 3 SELECTION to compete for additional 
grants awarded at the end of Day 2. 

During Round 3, attendees will gather again in Hudson Hall to hear the Top 5  
projects engage in a round of deeper learning and evaluation with an Expert  
Panel. You will be able to submit your questions by chat for the Expert Panel to 
incorporate during the Round 3 conversations.
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Exponential Ventures Partners
Exponential Ventures is a community of Venture Partners who have a 
front-row seat to a portfolio of new Venture Projects, all with a potential 
for impacting the future of church multiplication in the West.

Exponential serves as the managing partner ensuring proper planning, 
implementation, and achievement of desired results for these projects. 
Our Venture Partners are investors in the aggregated portfolio of projects 
and commit to collectively fuel the Venture Fund through an annual 
financial investment.

Venture Partners share in both the 
learning and the joy of the results and 
have a special front-row seat in learning 
to accelerate their own multiplication 
efforts! The participating organizations 
connect via a relational, peer-to-peer 
learning community that Exponential 
coordinates and leads. This initiative 

will not only impact the national church multiplication conversation via 
Exponential Ventures but can also serve as a learning model from which 
local churches and collaborations of churches could more effectively and 
impactfully mobilize their members. Venture organizations are positioned 
to be a community of venture leaders, with promising venture projects, 
aggregated into a portfolio of community transforming initiatives.

If you are interested in becoming an Exponential Ventures Partner please 
contact Carrie Williams at carrie@exponential.org for more information 
or visit our website at exponential-ventures.org.

exponential-ventures.org

 ASSOCIATION OF RELATED CHURCHES 

 ASBURY SEMINARY - KY

 BRENTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH - TN 

 CLEAR CREEK COMMUNITY CHURCH - TX 

 CHRIST TOGETHER 

 CHURCH AT THE SPRINGS - FL

 CITYVIEW BIBLE CHURCH - TX

 COMMUNITY BIBLE CHURCH - TX

 COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH - IL

 CROSSPOINT CHURCH - GA 

 DISCIPLESHIP.ORG

 EASTLAKE CHURCH - CA

 EXPONENTIAL

 GLI CHURCH PLANTING - CA 

 HILL COUNTRY BIBLE CHURCH - TX

 HOPE COMMUNITY CHURCH - NC 

 KC UNDERGROUND - KS

 LAKEPOINTE CHURCH - TX 

 LEADERSHIP NETWORK

 LIFEPOINTE CHURCH - NC 

 NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CHURCH - VA

 NEWTHING NETWORK

 OUTREACH MAGAZINE

 RENEW.ORG 

 RESTORE COMMUNITY CHURCH - MO

 RIGHTNOW MEDIA

 SADDLEBACK CHURCH - CA 

 SEND INSTITUTE - IL 

 THE KERN FAMILY FOUNDATION - WI 

 THE WESLEYAN CHURCH

 WILLOW CREEK COMMUNITY CHURCH - IL 

 WOODSEDGE COMMUNITY CHURCH - TX
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Join Our Community...     Make an IMPACT!

“ Exponential Ventures is 
a Community of Venture 
Partners who have a front- 
row seat to a portfolio of 
new Venture Projects.”
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Lux Digital Church

Leader: Mark Lutz

Breakout
Day 1, Room 2000

Project Category(s)
• Church Planter Recruiting and Equipping

• Church Planting and Funding Model

• Digital Engagement and Technology Models 
and Methods

• Disciple Making and Church Engagement

• Methods and Models for Mobilizing Everyday 
Missionaries

• Micro Models and Expressions

Purpose of the Project/Initiative
To see a thriving, self-supporting, and multiplying church 
that impacts thousands of lives digitally and physically 
with the Good News of Jesus Christ.

Big Idea and Overview
Our big idea is to reach the gaming community with the love and light of Jesus. 
Our approach is really simple. Reach people where they are. Return to the core 
devotions of the first church. People are on their phones and computers for hours 
every day. Lux is a church that exists where they are. When we felt called to reach 
gamers, we needed a church without borders, brick and mortar, or timber and 
steel. Gamers are global and we needed to be global from the start. We realize 
that every church has hundreds or thousands of Millennials and Gen Z within their 
immediate area that will never come to a physical church no matter how good 
the preaching, comfy the seats, or bumping the music. They can only be reached 
through their digital life. We knew we were called to start a digital church in 2019, 
we told our church leadership in 2020, we went through planting with Stadia and 
partnered with them, we established the church in the state of PA in early 2021, 
and held our first live service on March 24th, 2021 at Twitch.tv/LuxDigitalChurch.

Customer/Mission Field Context
We are specifically targeting the gaming community on Twitch.tv. Twitch 
averages about 1.5 million unique viewers at any given time and sees about 100 
million unique viewers every month. While our church is for gamers, we realize 
that gamers are multifaceted and games only occupy an aspect of their lives. We 
desire to use gaming as an opportunity to speak into other areas of life and allow 
Jesus to transform every aspect of who they are.

BIG IDEA

PURPOSE

Goals and Desired Outcomes
Begin a thriving and multiplying digital church. Plant micro site house 
churches all across the globe. Work with Christian streamers and content 
creators to disciple their already dedicated fans. Form a church without the 
overhead of facilities to be extravagantly generous. Lead the Church (Big C) 
is a new way to reach the Post Millennial generations.

Results and Impact
Our first public service was attended by over 100 people. We have an online 
community with people from six different countries and over a dozen states. 
Many of our early community members are professing atheists who are open to 
spiritual conversations or people who have been hurt by the church and left the 
physical church long ago. 
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Disciple Making Lab

Leader: Doug Paul

Breakout
Day 1, Room 2008 B

Project Category(s)
• Disciple Making and Church Engagement

• Methods and Models for Mobilizing Everyday 
Missionaries

• Micro Models and Expressions

Purpose of the Project/Initiative
The Disciple Making Lab is led by Catapult and it helps a 
church create a unique discipleship model built on that 
church’s DNA for rapid reproduction.

PURPOSE
8

Lux Digital Church

Passion
After 11 years in full time ministry, I have watched hundreds of teens graduate 
and disappear. They didn’t go to college or the military. They are in their parent’s 
homes and don’t like church for a wide variety of reasons. The digital only church 
may not be the answer but what we are doing isn’t either. I am sick of watching 
nefarious industries take advantage of new technology to turn a profit off of 
destroying lives. It’s time the gospel takes background online. I am convinced the 
digital church, while challenging, is biblical. I am convinced millions of gamers are 
open to spiritual conversations but will never attend a physical church. If we do 
not encounter them digitally, they may never be reached. I am also convinced the 
church is people not a building or a service. The digital church is a natural and 
powerful expression of this essential reality. What do you call a group of Jesus 
followers devoted to the Apostles teaching, fellowship, the Lord’s Supper, and 
prayer without a building? A church.

Resourcing
I feel called to help the Church reach the post millennial generations. This would 
be a great opportunity for Lux to network with like minded people across the 
world and enter into out of the box conversations about reaching people where 
they are.

Website:
Luxdigitalchurch.com

Leader: Mark Lutz
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Disciple Making Lab
Leader: Doug Paul02

Big Idea and Overview
This 12-month process exists to help churches and leadership teams create and 
activate a discipleship plan that is custom built from their church’s unique DNA: 
their theology, vision, mission, convictions, calling, and context. The model is built 
on the principles of deep spiritual transformation and sustainable multiplication, 
positioning a church to be a catalyst for a 5th generation discipleship movement. 
How does this directly tie to church planting? Increasingly as churches plant new 
churches, they need to create a farm system that takes people from the harvest, 
disciple them, and work them through a leadership pipeline that develops many 
of them into church planters (rather than cherry-picking leaders from other 
ministries, as the well is almost dry for this). We first started a beta for the 
Innovation Lab in 2017, began scaling it in 2020, and are now looking to broaden 
that investment.

Customer/Mission Field Context
Our primary “customers” are pioneering leaders who want to see reproduction 
happen at every level: Disciple, Leader, Pastor, Planter, Movement.

PASSION
Passion
We believe that discipleship is the engine for the church and must be the future 
of church planting. If we want to see the completion of the Great Commission 
and the re-evangelization of North America, we have to see reproduction at every 
level, and disciple-making is woefully inadequate in our current models. While 
church planting is essential for evangelism, this cannot be sustained without 
disciple-making models that mobilize everyday people into all the cracks and 
crevices of society.

Resourcing
We currently charge $12K for a church to be part of the 12-month Disciple Making 
Lab (it’s a cohort experience with 4-7 other churches), with a total budget of 
$72K for each cohort. This allows for paid staff to lead it, 2 live immersions, along 
with virtual work-sessions and one-on-one coaching and model building and 
all the costs for the live events and resourcing. We typically have 3-4 paid staff 
who are involved (we call them Innovation Strategists). Volunteers are also part 
of the process at a local church level. One of the exciting parts of the Lab is that 
churches create a beta version of the model (we call it their Minimum Viable 
Process...or MVP) that they experiment with at a local church level. This allows 
them to iterate, adapt, change, and tweak what they are experiencing before they 
scale the discipleship process for the whole church.

Motivations for Participation 
At the end of the day, the only way we see the completion of the Great 
Commission and the re-evangelization of North America is if we develop more 
Level 5 churches. At Catapult, that’s genuinely believed that’s where the future 
of the church needs to be. But the current models simply won’t lead to that. 
There needs to be fresh, innovative thinking, experimentation that isn’t built on 
Level 3 principles. We are excited to participate in this initiative because we think 
that’s what Exponential wants as well. And we couldn’t be more thrilled about 
the BIG IDEA because of this Ventures project. Whether we are selected or not, 
we think this is an incredible idea and will go a long way to building out the R&D 
that’s necessary to find the future of the church. Our hope and prayer is that the 
idea of creating new models that work here in North America around “disciples 
who make disciples” makes the cut so that we can build new systems that create 
reproduction at every level.

Website:
https://wearecatapult.org/disciple-making-innovation-lab/ 

Goals and Desired Outcomes
1)  Use the principles often found in disciple-making movements in the 

developing world and honing them for the North American context. 

2)  Create a fully integrated farm system that takes someone in a local 
church who is new to faith and catapults them into a church planter. 

3)  Share the learning and models we discover for the wider North 
American church so they can lean into the practices for “reproduction 
at every level.”

Results and Impact
With the first beta we ran in 2017, the church is now at 4th generation disciple-
makers and we anticipate them crossing into 5th generation in the next 12-18 
months. The other churches we have worked with began their process during 
COVID and will begin operationalizing their models in the next 6 months. 
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One Multichurch Network

Leader: David Drury

Breakout
Day 1, Room 2004 B

Project Category(s)
• Bivo/Covo Business for Mission Models and 

Expressions

• Church Planter Recruiting and Equipping

• Collaborative Methods for Increased Planting

• Digital Engagement and Technology Models and 
Methods

• Disciple Making and Church Engagement

• Methods and Models for Mobilizing Everyday 
Missionaries

• Micro Models and Expressions

Purpose of the Project/Initiative
The One Multichurch Network of 40+ microchurch leaders 
in North America seeks to mobilize an additional 100 
microchurch leaders by offering a high-energy, inspiring, 
training events that will draw in those interested in 
alternative ways of making disciples and multiply the 
church, and launch out those who just need to take the 
next step to go for it.

Big Idea and Overview
The One Multichurch Network is transitioning from a largely quiet and underground 
relational network of 40+ microchurch leaders to recruit and mobilize leaders and 
launch dozens more microchurches in 2021-2022. Our approach is to build of our 
strengths of 1) existing relationships tended by weekly meetings, journey group 
coaching, and online message board, 2) our network of external training, resourcing, 
and mobilizing partners, 3) our existing super-simple self-directed online training,  
4) our free resources to assist in launching to now build a bridge into recruiting from 
a much broader platform of potential microchurch leaders. The below are the phases 
already completed and timeline anticipated:

COMPLETED:
_x_  Pilot then launch online resources for Discover Bible Study tools for  

microchurches - completed Summer 2018

_x_  Pilot then launch online self-directed training - completed Fall 2018 

_x_  Establish 2x weekly pattern of 45 min video-conference meetings of all OMN 
microchurch leaders - Completed January 2019

_x_  Connect with training and resourcing partners to refer people to beyond the 
capacity of OMN - Completed Summer 2019

_x_ Connect with mobilizing partners to refer people to beyond the capacity of  
OMN - Completed Summer 2020 and 2021 with Pioneers, Live Sent &  
Marketplace Multipliers

__  Restructure weekly meetings into smaller Journey Groups for deeper sharing  
and smaller circles of accountability and coaching - In process Summer 2020

PROJECTED:
__  Create training event plans - projected July 2021

__  Unveil new training-focused public website - projected August 2021 (Cost: $2,000)

__  Email communication and administrative follow-up - projected August 2021  
(Cost: $500)

__  Text reminders - projected August 2021 (Cost: $500) 

__  Administrative pipeline for database - projected August 2021 (Cost: $250)

__  1st pilot training event online - projected September 2021 (Cost: $300)

__  Hot Wash with core leaders - projected October 2021

__  2nd pilot training event online - projected November 2021 (Cost: $300)

__  Hot Wash with core leaders - projected December 2021

__ Full final launch of recurring training event online - projected monthly starting  
January 2021 (Monthly Cost: $300, Annual Cost: $3,000)

Customer / Mission Field Context

BIG IDEA

PURPOSE
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One Multichurch Network
Leader: David Drury03

Customer/Mission Field 
Our context is hyperlocal for each microchurch (MC) but translocal for the 
network (OMN). Each of our MCs is found in a home or workplace or community 
3rd space that is extremely relational and really could be described as small 
pockets of friends, family, neighbors, and co-workers. However, the OMN is 
designed to be translocal and connect together these churches, which are so 
often not doing life together with a broader body for coaching, resourcing, and 
accountability. So, our context is now primarily in the USA in 15 different states, 
but we anticipate that growing to many more states and to an international level 
in the next year.

Results and Impact
_x_ Launched in 2018 with the desire to have the first microchurch (MC) meet the 
spiritual and other needs of Muslims in our area.

_x_ Made disciples for 6 months and then launched another MC out with 2 leaders 
from the first MC. This second launch was “majority muslim” in participants and still 
continues to this day

_x_ First person decided to follow Jesus within first year of first MC

_x_ Launched use of a new disciple-making tool on “What Jesus Told Us To Do” 
itemizing all of the 147 all time commands of Jesus living out the Great Commission 
in which Jesus says: “teaching them to obey all I have commanded you.”

_x_ Launched use of 

_x_ 107 trained through our free, online, self-directed training system

_x_ Reached 40+ leaders gathered in Network

_x_ Launched 20+ MCs

_x_ 80% of network MC income given away 

_x_ 0% of network and MC income spent on employees or buildings

_x_ Reformatted and rewrote DBS questions tools into interactive, media enhanced, 
online Bible-focused teaching tools helpful for first time MC leaders

_x_ Relanguaged the “Engel Scale” into more accessible “What Following Jesus 
Looks Like” tool for evangelism and pre-discipleship

_x_ Deployed 10+ MC leaders to facilitate/teach other MC leaders

_x_ Reached 8 denominations represented in the One Multichurch Network

Passion
I’ve been involved in church planting, fresh expressions, and emerging church 
multiplication directly since 1994. I was heavily influenced by Hope Chapel and the 
minichurch model explained and deployed by Ralph Moore. I planted two churches 
in the late 90s--both of which employed a minichurch model. After many years in 
larger church and denominational leadership settings, I moved to a larger city that 
had a large muslim population (primarily Turkish) that really would not walk into a 
“steeple church” or even a super-cool megachurch (we have several here.) 

Goals and Desired Outcomes
Outcomes: (A is lead for B lag, B is lead for C lag)

A __ Initial “lead” indicator: Exposing 1,000 unique individuals to new 
wineskin approaches to disciple-making and multiplication through online 
training events... 

 __ Tracking each of these in system for ongoing connection/options to 
launch

B __ Mobilizing 100 unique individuals into making disciples and multiplying 
a microchurch within their community.

 __ Connecting each into existing Journey Groups, free resources, and online 
message board

C __ Endgame outcome: M = 100mc + 4g3 (Movement equals 100 new 
microchurch starts that are 4th generation multiplications within 3 years 
of a 1st generation start)

 __ Enlist doctoral level researchers to comb our data to connect the dots 
in a study of a movement on what would feel like more organic growth 
on our end. Perhaps do this connected with other such underground 
microchurch networks for comparison and contrast, and learnings and 
threads of insight.
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One Multichurch Network
Leader: David Drury03

Passion (cont’d.)
We started our microchurch (shifting terms after being influenced so much by 
the Tampa Underground and others) for that purpose. Along the way in having 
many pre-discipleship and disciple-making opportunities and relationships we 
started to connect to many others doing microchurch without a network. We 
started this network to connect them together informally and relationally. Over 
time we realized we were pretty good at mobilizing NEW microchurches, so 
we started all the online training and weekly meetings noted in the other parts 
of this application. Finally, I moved into a “mobilizer” capacity for OMN, to use 
my network and recruiting/training inclinations better focused on the front end 
of mobilization rather than the back end of coaching/care/accountability that 
others in the network are stepping up to fill so I can focus more on the growth of 
the kingdom and new wineskins components.

My heart is for a network of churches to grow exponentially through disciple-
making and multiplying super-simple churches.

My passion is pre-discipleship relationships that become disciple-makers 
themselves, and then begin leading the church -- in my dreams this could take 
place all in less than a year for a unique individual--and once that happens over 
and over again, you have a movement that is out of control.

Resourcing
We have received no outside funding of any kind in our network, ever. However, 
within the first year we were already giving away 80% of our funds received 
through giving internally, and were funding not only missionaries around the 
world (almost all of them doing similar microchurch/DBS strategies in their 
contexts), but also some launch large church plants (it takes all kinds of churches, 
right?) and of course more benevolent and relief type giving. We also give our full 
“assessment” into our denominational bodies (each MC does this on their own). 
We are entirely volunteer staff, no paid staff or fixed expenses like buildings or 
leases. All MC leaders and OMN leaders are expected to be multi-vocational and 
not receive income directly from the network or MC. However, some fundraise 
among those who believe in them for their work--but we don’t track that across 
the network. We don’t want to insert costs into the process of our network for 
any new MC leaders nor do we ever want to charge for our meetings, groups, 
resources, or training. The funding we seek would be of a start-up variety to 
widen our scope for recruiting new MC leaders, and make it possible for that to 
be sustained long term without additional funding.

Motivations for Participating
I like this idea in general and have a friend who is one of our network’s strategic 
mobilizing partners who already went through the process and received a grant. 
I also know that the OMN is sort of “growing up” these days and since we are 
an almost no-overhead org it would be nice to have some broader support and 
financial support for us to scale up our mobilization.

Website: 
https://grow.multipliciter.com/library/training-ddf58415/register/94295/
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Breakout
Day 1, Room 2004 C

Project Category(s)
• Church Planter Recruiting and Equipping

• Disciple Making and Church Engagement

• Methods and Models for Mobilizing Everyday 
Missionaries

•  Other - Innovative, unique projects that may not fit 
in an identified category but still fulfill our mission 
of church multiplication

Purpose of the Project/Initiative
Generation Distinct equips next generation leaders 
(18-28) to discover the wrong they were born to make 
right, leading them to experience who Jesus really is.

BIG IDEA

PURPOSE

Generation Distinct 

Leader: Hannah Gronowski Barnett

Big Idea and Overview
Generation Distinct equips next generation leaders (18-28) to discover the wrong 
they were born to make right, leading them to experience who Jesus really is. We 
offer a fresh, relevant and edgy way for a generation skeptical of the Church to 
encounter Jesus. Young leaders enroll in a Cohort for our online 6-month World 
Change Strategy Program to create their own custom world change strategy. 
At the end of this 6 month experience, they will be enrolled in our Online 
Community and invited to our yearly gatherings. 

2016: Created vision and started launching trial products. Built our Volunteer 
Staff with two people

2017: Became a certified 501c-3 Nonprofit & Started Building the 6 month World 
Change Strategy Program with the collaboration of over 40 Leaders from around 
the Globe who are experts in their fields

2018 - 2020: Built the 6 Month World Change Strategy Program, Raised Funds, 
Grew our Volunteer Staff to 10 people, Launched the Generation Distinct Podcast, 
spread the vision and had Beta Testers go through the 6 Month World Change 
Strategy Program

2020: Officially released the 6 Month World Change Strategy Program to the 
Public and Successfully launched our first two Cohorts

Released the book “Generation Distinct: Discover The Wrong You Were Born To 
Make Right” by Hannah Gronowski through NavPress Publishers to spread the 
vision and story of Generation Distinct. 

2021: Bought on first part-time Employee, launched three more Cohorts, and 
started developing our Church Partnership Model to be utilized by our first 
Church Partner in September
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Generation Distinct
Leader: Hannah Gronowski Barnett04

Customer / Mission Field Context
• 18-30 year olds

• Passionate about injustice

• Skeptical of the Church

• Familiar with Christianity

• Longing for purpose

• Unsure of their purpose

• Lack of strategy to go after their Calling

• Wants to fight for justice, but has no idea where to start

• Has been hurt by the Church

• Is searching for a community that also cares about injustice & wants to 
take action

We currently are targeting young leaders in America & Canada. We especially 
feel called to target young leaders in Northern City centers: Chicago, New 
York, Portland, Seattle, Detroit, Boston, Vancouver, Toronto, etc.

Passion
9 out of 10 members of GenZ say that the American Church is too judgemental.* 
Generation Distinct is an on-board for the next generation to come back to 
Jesus through conversations they are already having around passion, purpose 
& justice. We offer a fresh, relevant and edgy way for a generation skeptical of 
the Church to encounter Jesus. Young leaders desire to make a lasting impact, 
fight for justice and see the world change...but they have no idea where to start. 
We fill the gap between desire and action with strategy. As we engage these 
conversations with them, we ultimately help them discover Jesus who gave them 
these desires. Generation Distinct has a 6 month Online World Change Strategy 
Program designed to equip young leaders to discover the wrong they were born 
to make right. We use “injustice,” a subject nearly an entire generation is paying 
attention to, to bring young adults into a deeper conversation. What starts as a 
program about injustice develops into a full-on coaching program where they 
identify their unique passion that falls into one of the following five categories:

• Evangelism

• Entrepreneurship 

• Activism

• Visionary (Arts & Communication)

• Mentorship

Our participants discover how each one of these areas can be used to create 
real change and further the mission of Jesus in the world. Then, they create a 
comprehensive strategy with deep soul level work and measurable goals to see 
their dream of changing the world actually become a reality. 

Young leaders can come into our program through a Generation Distinct Cohort 
or through a Church. 

Generation Distinct Cohort:  
Young leaders enroll in a Cohort for our 6-month World Change Strategy 
Program to create their own custom world change strategy. At the end of this 6 
month experience, they will be enrolled in our Online Community and invited to 
our yearly gatherings. These Cohorts begin on the first Monday of every other 
month. They can choose from a trial package: Check It Out Package - $25. Or the 
full package: All In Package - $125

Goals and Desired Outcomes
We are currently in the midst of an Initiative called 2023 in 2023. 

Here are our goals:

• See 2,023 young leaders go through our program by the end of the year 
2023

• Partner with 50 Churches & Universities by the end of the year 2023

• See 200 World Change Strategies fully executed by the end of the year 
2023

Results and Impact
• 29 individuals enrolled in our Cohorts

• 2 Church partnerships

• Grown volunteer staff to 12 people

• Brought on first part time paid staff
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04 Generation Distinct
Leader: Hannah Gronowski Barnett

Church: 
We partner with Churches by offering this program to their young adults. And 
here is why that is a WIN. 

• Young adults in every church are equipped with a program that will educate 
them on 12 of the most prevalent injustices in our world by Experts through 
our video course of over 45 pre-recorded videos.

• Young adults in every church will discover their God-given passion, be trained 
how to live out that passion, and will create strategies to see that passion 
create lasting change in the world. 

• Young adults in every church will see their Church as a place where injustice is 
addressed and their passions are unleashed ...all without any extra work added 
to the staff.

The Generation Distinct team, as next generation leaders themselves, along with 
our more mature board, are listening to the voices of next generation leaders. 
They are looking for more than what the current, American church model offers 
them. We are building this vision for the future of the church and the next 
generation of leaders.

Resourcing
We are primarily funded by Individual Donors and through the registration cost 
of the program. 

We are also beginning to be funded by our Church partners, which will pay us 
a cost We have a Volunteer Staff of 12 individuals who run, build and lead this 
vision. The CEO, Hannah Gronowski, is a full time paid employee and the Creative 
Director, Michael Mims, is a part time paid employee. We also have a team of 
Volunteer Coaches who walk through the program with our participants. There 
are currently 4 people on this team.

Motivations for Participating
We are currently at a tipping point in our world. There is a new wave of young 
leaders emerging that are walking away from the Church in pursuit of justice and 
passions, and now is the time to unleash our vision to see the next generation 
discover the One who created justice and passions. 

As an organization, we have built an incredible foundation with a gifted, 
passionate and devoted volunteer staff. However, we are outgrowing our 
volunteer staff’s capacity. For all the projects we are launching and all the goals 
we have, we need to have full-time paid staff to make it happen. Therefore, we 

need to increase our funding so that we can pay staff to accomplish our mission. 
This funding would make it possible to actually reach these important goals 
we have to change eternities, further the mission of the Gospel and expand the 
Kingdom.

Website: 
www.GenerationDistinct.com
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BIG IDEA

PURPOSE

Mission Church 

Leader: Myron Pierce 

Breakout
Day 1, Room 2008 A

Project Category(s)
• Bivo/Covo Business for Mission Models and 

Expressions

• Church Planting and Funding Model

• Disciple Making and Church Engagement

Purpose of the Project/Initiative
Our macro vision as an inner city church is to saturate 
every inner city with diverse hope filled churches.

Big Idea and Overview
Our missional venture, “Shift” is an entrepreneurial incubator designed to impact 
the inner city by shifting the mindset of the inner city into an entrepreneurial 
mindset. This allows us to elevate the water mark of impact in the inner city and 
leave a hope filled footprint in the lives of the underdog.

+  2019 Beta Test

+ 2020 Launched

+ 2021 Currently going

+ 2022 Scale

+ 2025 Multiply in inner cities across North America

Customer/Mission Field Context
Our mission field is black and brown inner city residents ages 18-45 who have 
been incarcerated, poverty stricken, against the odds, and hopeless.

Goals and Desired Outcomes
+ Shift 10% of North Omaha into an entrepreneurial mindset

+ Launch 2,500 businesses in North Omaha by 2030

+ Assimilate graduates back into our missional venture

Results and Impact
+ Successfully beta tested our efforts

+ Grown our volunteer lead team to 5 leaders

+ Graduated 20 leaders since our launch

+ Launched 14 businesses

+ 75% of our graduates are involved in our efforts

Passion
Every inner city resident deserves to experience a hope filled life in Christ. 
Entrepreneurship has positioned us to establish a foothold in culture, raise the 
banner of the gospel, and help entrepreneurs discover their why. If we’re going 
to saturate every inner city with diverse hope filled churches, then our missional 
efforts must begin with what matters to inner cities. This approach to mission is 
an inner city apologetic that has given us an opportunity to impact people.
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PURPOSE

GodSquad Church

Leader: Matt Souza

Breakout
Day 1, Room Room 2004 A

Project Category(s)
• Church Planter Recruiting and Equipping

• Digital Engagement and Technology Models and 
Methods

• Methods and Models for Mobilizing Everyday 
Missionaries

• Other - Innovative, unique projects that may not fit 
in an identified category but still fulfill our mission of 
church multiplication

Purpose of the Project/Initiative
GodSquad Church exists to connect gamers to God by 
meeting them where they are.

05
Resourcing 
We raise 100% of our funding from private donors and business leaders that 
believe in what we are doing.

Motivations for Participating
God is up to something BIG in the inner city and we are humble to be a part of 
it. This indigenously led work is a grassroots model perfectly positioned to be 
a model for missions, church planting, and funding. We have an opportunity to 
leverage our influence through entrepreneurship.

Website: 
www.thisismission.org/shift

Mission Church
Leader: Myron Pierce

29
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Big Idea and Overview
Our approach to our online church is reaching people by meeting them where 
they are. We minister on a website called Twitch.tv where millions of gamers who 
don’t know Christ log on every day to watch other people play video games. So 
an important part of our outreach is going onto twitch.tv/souzylive and playing 
video games where people come to watch but while they are watching we 
engage them in conversations about Christ while playing the game. Every week 
we have about 5,000-7,000 views on my live stream where I get to share the 
Gospel with people from all walks of life and then get them connected into our 
online church where they can begin a process of discipleship and growing in their 
relationship with Christ. 

To God be the glory, we have seen over a thousand people give their lives to 
follow Christ. We have seen atheists who never would have heard the Gospel 
otherwise encounter Christ through our ministry and either getting plugged into 
our online church or getting plugged into a church in their area. Whether they 
stay in our church or go to a local church we consider that a win for the Kingdom 
of God. Our heart is to connect with gamers who are far from Christ who would 
never step foot into a church. With over 3 billion gamers world wide, we have a 
lot of work left to do and we will continue to do so for the glory of God.

Customer / Mission Field Context
We are targeting and reaching mostly adults in their 20s and 30s. The average 
age of a hardcore gamer is 33 years old. The majority of our community is around 
the ages of 18-35. We have many people outside of that age group both older 
and younger but this is the majority. 

Results and Impact
• Over 1,000 salvations

• People who attended our yearly convention we host called SquadCon. Online 
community members fly in from around the world (as far as Australia) for a 
3 day convention full of gaming in person, services, water baptisms, small 
groups, gaming tournaments and fellowship. 

- 2017 (1st year) - 47 people

- 2018 - 74 people

- 2019 - 98 people

- 2020 - This convention ended up being cancelled due to COVID-19. We plan 
to pick up again in 2020.

• We ministered to gamers in 72 countries impacted in 2020 alone.

• Almost 3,888 people in our Discord server (an online community gathering 
service application where people fellowship via text chat, voice chat, video 
chat, get prayer, host small groups, play video games etc.)

• Church volunteers - 60 people around the world serving every single week in 
various different ministries

• Community members in weekly small groups - 150

3. Hopefully get the word out there about what our church is doing so we 
can be a resource to every church who has a gamer who won’t attend 
their physical church but would be open to joining online with us.

4. I would love to build a network of other healthy churches that I know 
so I can refer some of the online people we meet to go to their healthy 
churches. I believe online church is a valid expression of the body of 
Christ but I also believe not everyone thrives in an online church. I would 
love to have churches I can send people to who might not want to be in 
an online church.

5. I would love to be a source of encouragement to many other innovative 
leaders. When we started online church 5 years ago everyone thought we 
were crazy and it was a very isolating journey. After COVID I feel many 
people are finally open to what we have been doing all along and I want 
to be able to encourage others to keep pushing and to know they aren’t 
alone. Sometimes if you feel lost, you might just be a pioneer.

Goals and Desired Outcomes
1. Hopefully be able to help equip every church who is willing to better 

understand the gamers that are in their church so they can know how to 
better minister to them. Gamers have their own culture, own language, and 
way of life and sometimes feel ostracized and looked down on by others 
making it hard for them to fit it. Our goal is not just to reach gamers but 
also to help equip other churches in this initiative and network to minister 
to the gamers in their church because this community is only growing and 
will continue to do so.

2. Connect with other ministries and be able to brainstorm on how together 
we can shape the vision of the future of the body of Christ using 
technology and the online world. With our 5 years of being an exclusively 
online church, we would love to be a part of these conversations and help 
encourage others.

GodSquad Church
Leader: Matt Souza
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Passion
There are 3 billion gamers worldwide spending a combined total of 1.56 trillion 
hours a year at home playing video games. This poses the question “how do we 
get the Gospel to people who don’t leave their house?” In order to obey the great 
commission to go into all the world, we must also go into the virtual world. Many 
gamers are lost and hurting and are using video games to fill a void that only 
Jesus can fill. Jesus came to where we are at, now we must go to where they are 
to reach them.

Resourcing
Almost 100% of our funding comes directly from the generosity and offerings 
of the people in our church. Although I have travelled to many churches over 
the years only 3 churches have been willing to support the vision and support 
us financially. We also do not have any other outside funding. Our total outside 
funding is $400 a month from those churches. 

Our average monthly budget from our church community is around $18,000 a 
month. Right now a majority of this is used for staff salary. As an online church 
reaching thousands of people every month, our biggest struggle up until earlier 
this year was having a healthy amount of staff and volunteers to be able to help 
care and minister to all of these people. In an online church, it can be very easy 
for people to “slip through the cracks”. Evangelizing to thousands is simple with a 
small staff. Discipling on a large scale with a small staff is difficult. 

We have 9 people on our staff (7 paid - 5 part-time, 2 full time - 2 Volunteer) 
Matt Souza - Preaching Pastor 
Amanda Souza - Executive & Worship Pastor 
Tj Rosa - Leadership Development Pastor 
Tami Higgins - Family Pastor 
Ray Bosworth - Community Care Pastor 
AJ Valdez - Associate Pastor 
Mieke Brehler - Associate Community Care Director 
Christy Biehl - Creative Director 
Elizabeth Higgins - Administrator 

Our volunteers help with various different things from leading small groups, 
prayer teams, graphic and video work, greeters and hosts, follow-ups and many 
different various forms of doing online ministry.

06
Motivations for Participating
We would be incredibly honored and excited to join alongside other innovative 
ministries to be a part of a network that can help each other continue to 
sharpen our out-of-the-box thinking to reach the world for Christ. I also think 
the exposure could be incredible for our mission. In today’s world, almost every 
single person knows of someone who is a gamer who doesn’t know Jesus. The 
more people who know we exist, the more people who will finally have a resource 
to send their gamer friends to who would maybe never step foot into a traditional 
church. The 2 biggest statements we get all the time from people all the time are 
1. “Now I finally have something my _____ will actually be interested in going to 
and be able to and connect to faith.” 2. “I can’t believe I didn’t know this existed. 
You guys are meeting a serious need”. Our prayer is to hopefully be a resource to 
help every church and ministry reach every gamer for Christ and this initiative will 
help us do that!

Website:
https://www.godsquadchurch.com/

GodSquad Church
Leader: Matt Souza

MOTIVATIONS
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BIG IDEA

PURPOSE

KC Underground 

Leader: Rob Wegner

Breakout
Day 1, Room 2006

Project Category(s)
• Bivo/Covo Business for Mission Models and 

Expressions

• Church Planter Recruiting and Equipping

• Church Planting and Funding Model

• Collaborative Methods for Increased Planting

• Disciple Making and Church Engagement

• Micro Models and Expressions

Purpose of the Project/Initiative
A missionary on every street and a microchurch in every 
network of relationships for the purpose of filling Kansas 
City with the beauty, justice and good news of Jesus.

Big Idea and Overview
A missionary on every street and a microchurch in every network of relationships 
will fill the city with a Gospel Presence, a Gospel Demonstration, and Gospel 
Proclamation that is relational enough, adaptable enough, and proximate enough 
to change an entire city, with all its diversity. Our 40 Year Dream is this: 21,000 
microchurches that have emerged from the work of 42,000 missionaries. The 
KC Underground has a Two Entity Structure. We are a Mission Agency and a 
decentralized network of microchurches. The Mission Agency helps people 
discover their Ephesians 2:10 Masterpiece Mission and equip them as missionaries 
through seven equipping teams to walk with them through a training process 
we call the Missionary Pathway. We plant missionaries who plant the Gospel, 
make new disciples from unreached people, and a microchurch emerges. Our 
mission agency sets up Hubs, a shared space for our equipping teams, and a 
co-working space for our missionaries. 20 Hubs in our city would make it so that 
every missionary in the city would have a hub that is proximate to them and 
contextualized for their part of the city. Hubs are not churches. They do not offer 
weekend services. They focus exclusively on training, leadership development, 
coaching, and the equipping of missionaries and microchurch leaders. We 
launched our first Hub in 2019. Our second Hub launched in January of 2021, 
and we have three more in development for the launch in the next 12-18 months. 
We are also a decentralized network of microchurches. We have microchurches 
in the burbs, in jails and prisons, among travel baseball leagues and the Kansas 
Rodeo Circuit, among the LGBTQ+ community and Algerian immigrants, and the 
list goes on. We’ve seen a 1000% increase in microchurches (from 3 to 32) in 
24 months, and it’s accelerated during COVID. We organize the microchurches 
into networks of 4-8 microchurches, known as a Collective. Governing Elders 
are identified and equipped for each Collective, which provides hyper-local, 
indigenous, scalable leadership for this bi-vocational movement. Currently, we 
have seven Collectives. We’re humbled and amazed at the Kingdom advance that 
the Spirit has birthed in the first two years of the KC Underground.

Customer / Mission Field Context
As mentioned, UUR mission agency equips normal folks to be loving missionaries 
and effective disciple-makers in new contexts. As new disciples are made in a 
new context, a microchurch emerges. When we have 4-8 microchurches in a 
geographic region or affinity group, we network them together in what we call 
Collectives. Collectives have shared elders, mission, and resources. 

Our Hub’s primary customer is the potential missionary, who is waiting to be 
equipped and activated. The Mission Agency and its Hubs focus relentlessly on 
the goal of Gospel Saturation in Kansas City. 
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KC Underground
Leader: Rob Wegner07

• The emergence of 2 Hubs made up of apostolic equipping teams who equip 
and empower movements of missionaries and microchurches. We have three 
more Hubs/apostolic equipping teams in process.

• We have formalized our Hub Launch training in a partnership with Stadia. 
Our first batch trained leaders from six cities and two of those cities now 
have functional Hubs with similar results. Our current batch has a leadership 
team from 9 cities and this batch is stronger than the first. We are not only 
pioneering a new way, but are already scaling and reproducing it nationally.

Passion
The KC Underground is a return to Jesus’ original design for Church. We need 
a fresh embodiment of the New Testament story of Jesus moving through a 
movement of multiplying disciples and microchurches. That reality is operational 
throughout the majority world. Twenty years into the missional movement here 
in the West, working models are finally appearing after so many experiments 
and failures. COVID-19 has provided a needed wake-up call to underscore the 
necessity of this return.

Resourcing
Longevity and multiplication of the Microchurch Hub model will require a diverse 
and interdependent income stream. Current revenue streams include internal 
giving/tithing from missionaries committed to the KC Underground, partner 
support from area churches and church planting organizations, and specific 
capital investment from non-participatory funders who believe in the value of 
the movement. Over the first two and a half years of the KC Underground’s 
existence, those three streams of funding have helped us not only sustain current 
levels of consistent growth, but also prepare to plant hubs in new regions of 
the city and pockets of people not yet reached. Based on our experience with 
the launching of our first hub in Shawnee, KS, we anticipate an initial cost of 
launching a hub at $25,000. These funds will be used primarily to support each 
hub’s equipping teams as they catalyze, equip, and send out new missionaries, as 
well as resourcing the equipment, furnishings, and any necessary construction or 
remodeling to make a facility functional. 

1. 

Each missionary then has their own mission field and unreached pocket of people 
(primary customer) they have been sent to. The digital age, the fragmentation 
of the family, and the mobility of our society has tribalized our culture, creating 
hundreds of very distinct tribes (pockets of people) in every community. This 
diversity of contexts requires a unique missionary who can live and plant the 
Gospel incarnationally. The result is a contextualized embodiment of church for 
every unreached pocket of people. The microchurch provides the laboratory for 
this missionary work.

Goals and Desired Outcomes
1. The activation of a new Hub in north Kansas City Kansas that is focused 

on gospel saturation among all the ethnic groups in our city (90+). This 
particular part of the city has great diversity in ethnicity in a relatively 
small geographic region of the city. A Kingdom breakthrough here would 
be a microcosm of the coming Kingdom, where every tribe, tongue and 
nation is gathered into the global family of God. 

2. The activation of a new Hub in the heart of Kansas City Missouri, a few 
blocks from Troost Avenue. Historically, Troost Avenue has been a racial 
dividing line in Kansas City. A Kingdom breakthrough here would speak a 
story of Hope to our whole city. 

3. The activation of new missionaries, new Discovery Bible Studies, new 
disciples, and new microchurches in those two regions of the city. 

4. We are intentionally pursuing a full embodiment of all of Expo’s key 
frameworks. The Kansas City Underground is pioneering a sustainable and 
multiplicative approach to Gospel Saturation in a city via mobilizing all 
of God’s people God’s way as missionary disciple-makers in every sector 
of society who are living out their Masterpiece Mission. Therefore, we are 
likely a particularly interesting case study for the Expo community, as we 
are boots on the ground.

Results and Impact
• The activation of 110 new missionaries, who have signed the Missionary 

Commitment, with another 300 + in training who have not yet signed the 
commitment.

• The activation of 120+ new Discovery Bible Studies in new contexts, with 
multiple generations on multiple strands. 

• The emergence of 32 new microchurches in 7 collectives in the city made up 
of new disciples in new contexts. 
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Resourcing (cont’d.)

2019 Expenses $155,500 
2020 Expenses $190,300 
2021 Projected Expenses  $383,000 
2021 Breakdown
 Gospel Saturation $193,000
  Microgrants $48,000
  City Mobilization $40,000
   Global Partnerships  $45,000
  Hub Launching $50,000
  International Trips  $10,000
  Facilities             $26,000
 Branding             $5,000
 Gatherings         $34,000
 Hospitality            $10,000
 Equipping Teams     $35,000
 Disciple-making     $1,000
 Operations         $47,000
 Staff Expenses  $32,000 

The four organizing identities in the KC Underground are the following:

1. MISSIONARY – an ordinary person who plants themselves among a pocket of 
people, plants the gospel, and makes new disciples. Our goal is to add 100 new 
committed missionaries and to have trained 2000 plus potential missionaries 
through our training huddles in 2021. 

2. MICROCHURCH - an extended spiritual family that lives in an everyday gospel 
community, led by ordinary people, and owns the mission of Jesus in a network 
of relationships. 

3. COLLECTIVE – a network of 4 – 8 microchurches within a geographic area 
or affinity group that have shared governing elders, mission, resources and 
gatherings. 

4. HUB – An apostolic team, utilizing a shared space, to fuel and equip a network 
of missionaries and microchurches in a city or region. 

We have purged the language of “volunteer” as we believe this language 
inadvertently domesticates God’s people. Every child of God can be activated 
as a missionary and lead a Discovery Group among unreached people. Likely 
upwards of 50% of them can lead and multiply a microchurch. The Mission 
Agency has 7 seven staff people, who are either bi-vocational, co-vocational, raise 

support or have spouses whose income is sufficient. The only “staff money” from 
our budget offsets one part-time role (a new Hub director in KCK), outsourcing 
some media services to one person, and about 1/3rd of the full-time salary of 
one of the current Hub Leaders. All the missionaries, microchurch leaders, and 
governing elders are bi-vocational. This model is much more financially liberated 
and able to reproduce quickly and broadly than the prevailing church growth 
and church planting models. Our entire budget is invested into equipping 
missionaries and microchurches, providing grants to accelerate microchurches 
and movements, and addressing the issues of injustice in our city. 

We would be happy to provide a more in-depth overview of our budget upon 
request.

Motivations for Participating
How will we offer hope to the despair of the world? 

As the world changes the church is in decline. When the church is needed most, 
it is struggling to survive and to assert any influence. God has called people 
to bring good news and meet all of these needs, but in many cases, they are 
under-resourced, under- appreciated, and even sometimes blocked to live out 
that calling. These missional people are disconnected from each other, unable to 
collaborate in meaningful ways and at times competing for the same small pool 
of resources. They are at high risk of burnout and turnover. 

How will we empower the called to serve and love those in need? 

Our best people, who most clearly represent the future of the church and the 
hope of the kingdom struggle to survive and continue in their essential work. 
They receive very little coaching, support, or even a community in the work they 
do. The church needs these people and these people need the church. And the 
lost and poor of the world desperately need them to find each other. 

How will we inspire the church to rise into its fullest potential? 

We believe we have discovered a way of mobilizing church that inverts 
conventional notions about who can lead and that prioritizes mission over all 
other enterprise. The result is a form of church that revives mission, exponentially 
multiplying the impact of the church. We are a significant turning point in 
the history of the Western Church. Most churches have top-down structures 
that inadvertently squelch the possibility of a starfish movement. But another 
opportunity lies before us: recapture the original starfish design of the Church. 
Quietly, mostly unnoticed, a tide turning, a remnant is growing in the Western 
World. Movements of disciple-making that are multiplicative and transformational 

KC Underground
Leader: Rob Wegner
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are beginning to emerge. Exponential Venturer is the perfect partner and 
platform for Kansas City Underground to walk together to bring this future into 
the present. We would like to ask you to consider investing $50,000 dollars 
(25,000/Hub). 

Will you help us accelerate a movement of multiplying disciples, microchurches, 
collectives and Hubs?

Your giving is an investment in a movemental expression of the church that must 
be rediscovered and reestablished in order to advance the mission of Jesus 
in post-Christian, post-modern, post-covid America. The KC Underground is. 
committed to equipping other city movements and has already activated work in 
17 other cities. Your investment will have a multiplied effect.

Website 
www.kcunderground.org

07 KC Underground
Leader: Rob Wegner
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MARK YOUR 
CALENDAR NOW! 
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BIG IDEA

PURPOSE

Breakout
Day 2, Room 2004 A

Project Category(s)
• Bivo/Covo Business for Mission Models and 

Expressions

• Collaborative Methods for Increased Planting

• Methods and Models for Mobilizing Everyday 
Missionaries

• Micro Models and Expressions

Purpose of the Project/Initiative
The mission of the Syndicate is to build training 
and resource hubs to leverage the resources of our 
extended family of micro-churches to train and send 
800 missionaries to plant micro-church expressions 
throughout the Boise Valley.

Big Idea and Overview
As we have been inspired by micro-church networks in other cities, we realized 
we had a unique opportunity with 5 unique micro-church collectives to build 
several hubs to serve a diverse movement of disciple-making networks and 
micro-church planting congregations. We started to talk about the project in 
May 2020, had our first training event September of 2020, and have trained or 
coached 50 potential missionaries in the last year. We are leveraging Business 
As Mission opportunities to create low-cost physical hubs that provide cafe and 
coworking spaces to neighborhoods we have collectives reaching. The unique 
aspect of this project is that we have 5 families of micro-churches who have 
been trained by different missional networks (Underground, No Place Left, We 
Are Church, Hugh Halter, 3dm) who are partnering to share learnings and create 
movement through deep relational collaboration. We have seen some incredible 
lift from the critical mass of micro churches (currently ~27) that are pulling in the 
same direction.

Customer / Mission Field Context
The Boise Metro area is one of the fastest growing cities in the United States and 
has one of the least Christian cities in the country. In the last year, ~30k people 
moved to the valley. 56% in the 2010 census identified as religious “nones” and 
we estimate that only 7% are in a gospel church on any given Sunday. We are 
working to break into neighborhoods in our city as it grows up and out. Our 
mission is a Missionary on every street and a micro-church in every neighborhood 
so every family experiences God’s love.

Goals and Desired Outcomes
• 800 micro-churches emerging from evangelism and discipleship across 

our valley of 800k residents.

• 10-20 micro-church hubs that support and collaborate for kingdom impact 
across the city including training, resourcing and justice partnerships.

Results and Impact
• Launched 1 training hub with 5 micro-church collectives

• Missionary Pathway Training with 40 potential missionaries

• Underground Vision Night with Rob Wegner and 60 Micro-Church Leaders

• Disciple-making Training with 50 prevailing model pastors

• Launched Startup coaching with 10 potential micro-churches

The Syndicate

Leaders: Robert Frazier

and Dusty Benner
Robert Frazier

Dusty Benner
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Breakout
Day 2, Room 2008 A

Project Category(s)
• Other - Innovative, unique projects that may not fit 

in an identified category but still fulfill our mission of 
church multiplication

Purpose of the Project/Initiative
The Truth Republic is making Jesus known by equipping 
and empowering women to fulfill their calling.

The Truth Republic 

Leader: Carrie Williams
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The Syndicate
Leaders: Robert Frazier and Dusty Benner08

Passion
I can’t describe to you how much I love our city. It is not only my home, but after 
6 years of ministry in Boston, God called us home because we can’t contain our 
care for the well-being of this place. There is a bigger project God has been up 
to in our city that the Syndicate is playing an important role in. When we looked 
at the demographics and growth of Boise as we prepared to plant our church/
collective in 2016 we realized that 1) the need is massive 2) no one church could 
make a dent in the vastness of our city and 3) We would have to be intentional 
about multiplication from the beginning. 

So we started with multiplication. We joined a multiplying network (New Thing). 
We started a church planting movement in our city with a vision to plant 200 
churches across the valley (www.thecitynetwork.org) where we have seen 36 
churches planted over the last 5 years...but what we are realizing is that we don’t 
have a pipe-line of leaders who have been discipled or trained to reach the lost 
and teach them the way of Jesus. And so The Syndicate is the ground game 
where we are getting in the trenches and building a network of missionaries who 
are learning and teaching the way of Jesus in their workplaces, their families and 
their neighborhoods. 

The deep and broad collaboration is a combination of deep relational investments 
over the last 10 years by key leaders in our community and God’s Spirit stirring 
His church to the call of John 17 and Jesus’ high-priestly prayer.

Resourcing
Currently, our 5 collectives each function as traditional church organizations. We 
together have funded our modest budget of just a few thousand dollars. Our 
whole organization to this date has been bivo/covo volunteer leaders sharing 
their learnings. Our next step is to increase our communications and training 
resources through an administrative leader who will multiply our effect through 
simple systems and better communication/collaboration structures. We are 
raising $50k to launch our first Hub over the next 24 months.

Motivations for Participating
We have loved our partnerships with KC Underground, Exponential and New 
Thing. They have been fundamental to our story as a city-reaching movement. 
Any ways that we can get in a room with smart humble leaders and learn from 
them is a gift to our ministry and the people we serve.

Website
www.thesyndicateboise.org PURPOSE
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The Truth Republic
Leader: Carrie Williams09

Big Idea and Overview
TR is an aggregator of tools for women to reach their fullest potential for the 
sake of the Gospel, their organization, and circles of influence. We equip women 
by finding experienced female leaders in ministry and creating outlets for their 
wisdom to be shared with the masses, this includes equipping articles, podcasts, 
leaders round tables, ministry mentoring, webinars, and more.

Customer / Mission Field Context
Our target audience is engaging, equipping, and empowering women on all levels 
of ministry involvement, from women serving their neighbors to key volunteers in 
churches to executive level leaders, and everything in between. 

Our mission field is the people that will ultimately be reached and discipled by 
the women we equip.

Goals and Desired Outcomes
Our key goals and outcomes are as follows: 

1. Our ultimate goal is that The Truth Republic would not need to exist. 

2. We are targeting female leaders and potential leaders who will in turn 
become the example of fulfilling purpose among the 61% of church 
population who are female. The more females we have walking in the 
fullness of God’s call on their lives the more females will recognize that 
they too can do the same. 

3. We want to bridge the gap that exists for women to be equipped by other 
women who have more experience than them. Our studies show that the 
majority of women in vocational ministry lack coaching, mentoring, and 
personal relationships with leaders who have more experience than them. 
Our programs are designed to help fill that gap. 

4. We want to grow our Ministry Mentorship program. Our goal for 2022 is to 
have 100+ women in vocational ministry participate in the program. 

5. One of our goals for the coming 1-3 years is a nationwide conference 
designed specifically to equip and empower women to fulfill their calling.

Results and Impact
Through our programs we are seeing women being equipped with tools that 
help them reach their fullest potential for the sake of the Gospel and their 
organizaitons.

Some of the ways in which we do that: 

• Seasonal Weekly Podcast - Help women go further faster. 

• Equipping Articles - Written by experienced leaders from around the country. 

• Ministry Mentorship Program - Mentorship program for women in vocational 
ministry. Pilot completed with 19 participants and fruitful results showing 
growth and development in those who participated. The program launches fall 
2021 with the goal of 40+ participants from around the country. 

• Truth Summit - Pilot completed. 3 day, 2 night event for women within 
churches to clarity their calling.

• Revive Summit - 3 day, 2 night event for women in vocational ministry 
focusing on how to have longevity in ministry. 

• Leaders Round Table - A quarterly event with 40+ key female leaders in 
ministry from around the nation.  

Passion
As a female who helped launch one of America’s fastest growing churches, 
I experienced first hand the lack of resources created by female leaders or 
resources specifically designed to speak to the life of a woman in ministry. I 
walked out the hard task of trying to find women to be coached or mentored by 
who had gone before me. These experiences, along with many conversations with 
women around the US, led me to see the need that exists to mobilize women to 
help equip and empower other women. The more women being professionally 
and personally developed to walk in their full potential, the greater number of 
people who will be reached and discipled with the Gospel.

Resourcing
TR is funded by three buckets: 

1. Church partners and individuals giving monthly or yearly. 

2. Fundraising events. 

3. Program income. 

Our budget is minimal as we keep our overhead low with no offices or facilities 
and currently only one paid employee. In addition we have one contract 
employee and our mentors are compensated for their involvement. Our TR team 
is mostly made up of talented and passionate volunteers who see giving their 
time, skill, and talents as an outlet for walking out their personal calling to know 
God and make him known. 

PASSION
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The Truth Republic
Leader: Carrie Williams09

Resourcing (cont’d.)
In 2022, we plan to increase our staff to one full-time employee, one part-time 
employee, and additional contract positions. We will also be opening up the 
opportunity for churches and individuals to sponsor women participating in our 
Ministry Mentorship program via a scholarship program. 

Motivations for Participating
I am excited to participate for multiple reasons. I believe in Exponential Ventures 
and what we are achieving through the Future Church Initiative. There is no 
greater way to spend our resources on this earth than investing into the future of 
the church. 

I believe in what The Truth Republic is doing. The more relationships and 
partnerships we connect with, the greater the impact we can make. If we equip 
and mobilize the 61% of the church who are female into their own personal and 
unique calling, we have the potential to see the world reached with the gospel in 
our generation. I am excited to expand our network of women through the Future 
Church Initiative.

Having The Truth Republic be a part of FCI is an honor. One that I don’t take 
lightly and an opportunity that I certainly will maximize for the sake of the 
Gospel. 

Website 
thetruthrepublic.com
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OCNWTR Church

Leader: Ryan Delamater

Breakout
Day 2, Room 2004 B

Project Category(s)
• Bivo/Covo Business for Mission Models and 

Expressions

• Church Planter Recruiting and Equipping

• Church Planting and Funding Model

• Collaborative Methods for Increased Planting

• Disciple Making and Church Engagement

• Methods and Models for Mobilizing Everyday 
Missionaries

• Micro Models and Expressions

• Other - Innovative, unique projects that may not fit 
in an identified category but still fulfill our mission of 
church multiplication

Purpose of the Project/Initiative
OCNWTR exists to help the marginalized coastal 
communities of the 108 countries with direct ocean access 
receive their drinking water from the ocean at a price 
point of zero with a decentralized desalination system 
which secures their long term water rights. We install each 
ocean based system through establishing a new local 
church revolving mostly around food, the Bible, the holy 
spirit & relationships.
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OCNWTR Church
Leader: Ryan Delamater10

Big Idea and Overview
We have a water system in El Salvador along with 4 coffee shop churches in 
California. Each of our coffee shop churches in California take responsibility to 
go on a trip to install a system and begin a new OCNWTR church. This approach 
enables us to expand to Argentina, Indonesia, & Bangladesh this year.

Customer / Mission Field Context
Poor marginalized coastal communities with no/poor water access/quality & no 
local church

Goals and Desired Outcomes
Our Vision in 2021 is to expand from 4 churches in 2 countries to 8 churches in 4 
countries and to aggregate daily water data to our website.

Results and Impact
We have established 4 coffee shop churches in California and one church in El 
Salvador. We have been approached multiple times by people near and far to 
coach them in our co-vocational approach to mission. To see two co-vocational 
initiatives thriving and reaching a lost and hurting world with the Gospel is my 
greatest JOY!

Passion 
Water remains a 1 billion person problem. Soon to be a 2 billion person problem 
by 2050. Future of water is ocean based. Church planting in these coastal areas 
using food , relationships , simple Bible teaching & reliance upon the Holy Spirit is 
our method. OCNWTR reflects these 2 passions globally.

Resourcing 
I raise my own budget of $6000 a month which covers my housing and operating 
costs. I work out of my garage. I have no staff. Our pastors are successful 
business leaders. Corporations thus far have paid the $35,000 price tag of our 
water systems. 

Motivations for Participation 
Water is a 1 billion person problem and the great commission is a 6 billion person 
problem if you assume there are 2 billion followers of Jesus so we need to expand 
our network, partners & opportunities.

Website
www.ocnwtr.com 
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Church Project

Leader: Jason Shepperd

Breakout
Day 2, Room 2006

Project Category(s)
• Bivo/Covo Business for Mission Models and 

Expressions

• Church Planter Recruiting and Equipping

• Church Planting and Funding Model

• Collaborative Methods for Increased Planting

• Disciple Making and Church Engagement

• Micro Models and Expressions

Purpose of the Project/Initiative
Church Project is “A Church of House Churches,” and 
is beginning a movement of planting and replanting 
churches to become decentralized in community, 
distributed in leadership, function with simplicity for the 
sake of generosity, and formed in a collective of House 
Churches, under one common structure, oversight, and 
support.
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Church Project
Leader: Jason Shepperd11

Big Idea and Overview
Church Project began as an idea to see if a church could grow in city impact 
through a movement of connected House Churches. The common Sunday 
gathering would be supportive, not central, and all functions of pastoral 
leadership and community would occur within the House Church, led by non-
vocational pastors. Church Project began as an unfamiliar idea, and took the 
following two years of incubation before momentum began occurring. From 
2010 to 2012, 40-200 people gathered in this collective of House Churches. From 
2012-2016, 200 turned to 800 people gathering together. From 2016-2021, 800 
people grew into 3,000 weekly, 50 House Churches locally, and several local, 
global, and domestic church plants. Because of the simplicity of structure and 
less operational needs, Church Project has been able to direct millions of dollars 
toward church planting, and support of gospel centered ministries locally and 
globally.

Customer / Mission Field Context
The primary engagement in Church Project is from apathetic and absent 
believers who are re-entering a church community after years of skepticism, hurt, 
and disillusionment with the entertainment church culture of our community, and 
a conviction for a more complete expression of a New Testament church. These 
re-engaging believers are then becoming evangelists, fully committed followers 
of Christ, living in an intimate community, and passionate about serving their city.

Results and Impact
• Church Project has moved from 2 House Churches at incubation, to now 50 

decentralized communities throughout our city.

• Church Project has helped plant several other central hubs for House Churches 
in Conroe (20 minutes north of our launching location in The Woodlands, TX), 
Greeley Colorado, Winter Park Colorado, Orange County California. Several 
others are in incubation and soon to launch in the Houston area, as well as a 
dozen currently in the formation process nationally.

• Church Project has created a structure and culture of “Simplicity for the Sake 
of Generosity” that has directed $8.18 million (as of January 2020) toward 
ministries and church planting.

• Church Project has been able to leverage space for the sake of the city, and to 
steward space as income for ministries. Simple space for Sunday gatherings 
has been used freely by 35 local and global ministries partners, hundreds of 
times a year. Church Project has been able to steward space that began as 
usable for 40 people, into a space that is now usage for 3,000, for close to the 
same monthly financial outlay. Our previous space rents at tens of thousands 
of dollars a month, and the proceeds realized offsetting current space costs. 
And, the current space is generating ministry dollars through space through 
non-ministry related event rentals.

• Church Project has helped introduce the idea of House Churches throughout 
Houston. Whereas there were no known identifiers of a House Church 
movement in Houston (and well beyond) 11 years ago, House Church is 
becoming a common practice throughout our city.

Passion
I want to see the local church fulfill its mission, reduce pastoral & church attrition, 
& live within a system of multiplication, by having a biblically informed functional 
expression of church leadership, structure, & practice. I’m discouraged by the 
wastefulness of gifts, opportunities, & calling, & encouraged by my personal 
experience, & the experience I am now witnessing happen in others, by leading 
a movement of House Churches in a city. I wanted to quit before this, now I can’t 
stop.

Resourcing
Church Project started with no outside funding, and to date we have never 
received any support from beyond our own congregation. We constrain ourselves 
by our commitment to generosity to ministry partners and church plants. So, any 

Goals and Desired Outcomes
Our key goals and outcomes are as follows: 

1. We are planting more Church Projects throughout Houston, and beyond in 
our state and nation, as well as increasing interest internationally. We want 
to build the infrastructure and leadership necessary to grow the Church 
Project Network.

2. We want to build a network of churches well beyond the Church Project 
identifiers, who hold common values of “A Church of House Churches” and 
other basic shared doctrines and practices, but who will also have diversity 
in other arenas of theology and philosophy.

3. We want to codify and communicate and connect resources to help serve 
local and global church planters, existing pastors, and missionaries abroad 
who may be struggling in their expression of formation and function of 
church, to rethink their existing model, and move to a more basic biblical 
expression of church leadership.
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PURPOSE

Breakout
Day 2, Room 2004 C

Project Category (s)
• Digital Engagement and Technology Models and 

Methods

• Disciple Making and Church Engagement

• Methods and Models for Mobilizing Everyday 
Missionaries

Purpose of the Project/Initiative
The mission of the HowToLife Movement national and 
international Gen Z ministry is to promote evangelism, 
discipleship, and ministry and missions mobilization 
among everyday Generation Z high school teens, 
college age students, and young adults, helping the next 
generation live and lead boldly for Jesus.

HowToLife Movement 

Leader: Jordan Whitmer

Church Project
Leader: Jason Shepperd11

future endeavors (i.e. Network advancement) are dependent upon excess funds 
available beyond our reduced operational costs, and our annual ministry giving 
commitments.

The goal of our staff ratios:congregation is employing as few staff as possible, 
and only those that will help inform and support the House Church or church 
planting movements. We have roughly 1/5 of the full time staff that other 
churches of our size employ. All of our House Church pastors are volunteers, and 
they lead the front line of pastoral ministry (community, teaching, discipleship, 
benevolence, care, etc.). 

We reduce staffing and expenses by eliminating unnecessary positions, and 
distributing leadership. For example, we have no receptionist, no office foyer, 
no phone number, etc., for a church of thousands. All entry and connectivity to 
Church Project happens through House Church, or attending a Sunday Gathering, 
which also has direct pathways to House Church.

Motivations for Participation 
I’m encouraged about participating in this project because I want as many 
pastors and churches as possible to see the existence of a simple, distributed, 
decentralized church, and to realize the possibility and responsibility that they 
have to rethink and engage their leadership and church in similar ways. 

Exponential is a thought leader, conversation starter, and a context for these 
change opportunities to happen, and engagement with Exponential in this 
dialogue would elevate the visibility of this practical and possible paradigm shift 
in the local church.

Website
www.churchproject.org 
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HowToLife Movement
Leader: Jordan Whitmer12

Big Idea and Overview
In March 2015, I and some of my fellow high school friends wanted to do 
something more to reach our friends for Christ. We decided to plan a completely 
teen-led youth event to reach our peers in my hometown in Arkansas. We called 
the event “HowToLife”, talking about how Jesus is the answer for how to do life. 
The event went incredibly well, being attended by close to 800 teens from our 
community, with close to 75 responding to the invitation to follow Jesus! Now, 
in just six years, the HowToLife Movement have mobilized 90 completely Gen 
Z led (primarily by high school students) evangelism and discipleship events 
across 20 U.S. states from coast to coast and 5 countries around the world 
(including the U.K., Germany, France, and Mexico), reaching over 20,000 students 
with the Gospel with over 2,000 making a faith commitment to Jesus Christ. In 
addition to these outreach events, HowToLife has hosted strategic leadership 
training and equipping retreats for Gen Z leaders, seeking to connect and bring 
together some of the most influential Christian young leaders of America and the 
world. The HowToLife Movement® also has created much Gen Z digital content, 
including by hosting the recent “Z Conference”, a digital conference by Gen Z 
leaders to reach Gen Z across America and the world, attended by youth from 
47 states, 40 countries, and six continents. My and my team’s vision is that lost 
Gen Z youth be reached, and that new and growing Gen Z believers would be 
discipled and ultimately mobilized for a lifetime on mission to reach their country 
and world. HowToLife works strategically with partner churches, working to 
support and build up the local Gen Z Christian community. This work that has 
come about through HowToLife has been gaining traction and has been featured 
before by Outreach Magazine, Focus on the Family, and the CBN 700 Club, 
among other news sources. I believe more than ever that continuing to empower 
everyday leader believers from Gen Z across the United States and the world will 
be instrumental in seeing more and more youth come to faith in Christ, become 
discipled, and ultimately become Kingdom leaders themselves!

Customer / Mission Field Context
The primary young people HowToLife works with are 14-18 year old high school 
students, as well as 18-22 year old college students and young adults also from 
Generation Z. We work strategically to empower Gen Z Christian leaders who 
often “want to make a difference for Christ, but often don’t exactly know how 
to get started.” Through intentional equipping and training, we turn students 
loose to reach students from their campus and community for Jesus Christ. 
For students that make a faith commitment to Christ, we intentionally seek to 
follow up, connect them with local Christian Gen Z community at churches, and 
empower many to become leaders reaching others through future HowToLife 
Movement initiatives.

Goals and Desired Outcomes
1. Reaching lost Generation Z teenagers and young adults. Gen Z is the least 

Christian generation in American history according to Barna, with only 
4% of American teens having a biblical worldview. The need for strategic, 
effective evangelism to youth is of utmost importance. Through unique 
proclamation evangelism done by Gen Z for Gen Z, as well as digital Gen 
Z to Gen Z initiatives, this is not only possible but has already been taking 
place in many ways!

2. Discipling young, growing Gen Z believers. Many Christian Gen Z teens 
come to faith through ways considered to be unconventional compared to 
previous generations. Some youth look to Christian social media influencers 
as their primary source of discipleship and growth. This certainly isn’t ideal, 
meaning that we must work to build community for new Gen Z believers 
that come to Christ. Creating fresh, unique digital content to help young 
Christians in the basics of faith is a deep priority.

3. Mobilizing Gen Z Christians for the Great Commission. Gen Z Christians 
need to be encouraged to be on mission starting where they are, and 
ultimately need to be challenged to be “World Christians” throughout their 
life. As I shared before, many students today “want to make a difference for 
Christ but just don’t know how.” Through tangible ideas such as mobilizing 
youth led events (such as HowToLife events), creating intentional small 
groups, and by connecting with other young believers on mission, this is 
fully possible!

4. Building a “pipeline of Gen Z young leaders” to accomplish these objectives 
and establishing the organization and staff to accomplish the vision. Our 
biggest need as a growing, young ministry is to hire staff to carry out the 
vision year round (some paid by organizational budget donations, some as 
staff supported missionaries). Many lives are being impacted, and so many 
more could be with key infrastructure in place.

Results and Impact

Events:

• 90 completely Gen Z led evangelism and discipleship events across 20 U.S. 
states (AR, MO, IL, TX, TN, AL, OH, KS, CO, GA, WA, AZ, SC, VA, MN, OK, MS, 
NY, NC, and MT) and 5 countries (U.S., U.K., Germany, France, and Mexico)

• 20,000+ students attending all time, 2,000+ making faith commitments to 
Jesus Christ
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HowToLife Movement
Leader: Jordan Whitmer12

Results and Impact (cont’d.) 

Strategic Leadership gatherings:

• Three leadership training retreats (hosted in Arkansas, Chicago, and New 
Jersey), with 200 students attending from 20 different states and 7 countries

• Digital Media ministry: The HowToLife Movement® App was launched in Spring 
2020, with hundreds of users around the world.

• The first ever “Z Conference”, a digital conference put on by influential 
Gen Z leaders and voices from around the U.S. and the world, took place in 
December 2020, attended by 1,000+ teens and young adults from 47 U.S. 
states, 40 countries, and six continents. Dozens made commitments to Christ 
and hundreds were deeply challenged in their walk with the Lord, leaving them 
incredibly encouraged to live boldly as Romans 15:13 describes as “confident 
hope” in Jesus.

• I, (Jordan Whitmer), the HowToLife Movement® Founder and C.E.O., started 
my own podcast, the “Gen Z Today” podcast, already with thousands of 
downloads, releasing weekly episodes for Gen Z youth about how to “live and 
lead for Christ as Gen Z.”

• The HowToLife Movement® has been featured before by Outreach Magazine, 
Focus on the Family, and the CBN 700 Club, among other news sources.

• Organizationally, HowToLife Movement® is a 501(c)3 nonprofit and is officially 
ECFA certified (one of only around 2,500 ministries in the country with this 
distinction). HowToLife Movement is overseen by a Board of Directors. The 
HowToLife Movement® had an annual income of approximately $175,000 
in 2020, with the ultimate vision of becoming a $500,000-1,000,000+ 
organization in the next three years.

Passion
I am deeply passionate about Jesus and seeing our world and generation find 
hope in Him. I grew up in a Christian family with both sides of my family working 
in full time evangelism and ministry work. At a young age I began to understand 
the importance and priority of the Great Commission and seeing people come to 
know Jesus Christ.

My junior year of high school, I wanted to do something more to reach my 
generation for Christ. That led me to coordinate the start of the first ever 
HowToLife Movement® event in my hometown in Arkansas. Ever since that night 
seeing my peers, come to know Jesus and be impacted for Him, it became 
evident to me that God wanted me to be in ministry and missions work my entire 
life, working to impact my world for Christ.

Now, six years from that first event, I am as passionate as ever about seeing 
people reach for Christ. In both Matthew 9 and Luke 10, Jesus tells His disciples 
that, “The harvest is plentiful but the workers are few. Ask the Lord of the harvest, 
therefore, to send out workers into His harvest field.”

I fear that too often in our modern society, especially Western and American 
Christians, we just don’t live missionary lives. We get distracted by worldly, 
earthly things. 

North America is growing more and more secular each day. We live in an era 
when Christianity in America is less prolific than ever before. Generation Z is 
considered the least Christian generation in American history, with less than 4% 
holding what is considered to be a biblical worldview.

That being said, there is hope! Jesus Christ is our hope. He is the only hope for 
our eternity, as well as our societies in the here and now. Christ is the solution to 
the social problems our world experiences, and ultimately for the deeper, root 
needs of our heart and soul. The Gospel changes everything! I pray that many 
Christians from our generation will rise to the challenge of fulfilling the Great 
Commission!

It is very important that we realize that the Great Commission is not just for our 
pastors and ministry professionals. Everyday believers are just as much stewards 
of the Gospel as the pastor who has spent years in seminary. We are all called 
to be fully and deeply immersed in the Great Commission of Christ. We all have 
been given spiritual gifts by God to use to bring others into His Kingdom!

As one of my ministry heroes John R. Mott once said, “It is possible for the most 
obscure person in a church, with a heart right toward God, to exercise as much 
power for the evangelization of the world, as it is for those who stand in the most 
prominent positions.”

I believe more than ever that if everyday believers in the U.S. would step up and 
lead boldly for Christ, our society and world would be transformed in ways we 
couldn’t even comprehend!

Resourcing
Organizationally, HowToLife Movement® is a 501(c)3 nonprofit and is officially 
ECFA certified (one of only around 2,500 ministries in the country with this 
distinction). HowToLife Movement is overseen by a Board of Directors. The 
HowToLife Movement® had an annual income of approximately $175,000 in 2020, 
with the ultimate vision of becoming a $500,000-1,000,000+ organization in the 
next three years.
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Resourcing (cont’d.)
Our annual income was $65,000 in 2016, $100,000 in 2017, $130,000 in 2018, 
$150,000 in 2019, and $175,000 in 2020.

Our budget expenses for 2021 are estimated at:

Advertising/Marketing $25,000
Events $15,000
Payroll and Contractors $63,000
Legal and Professional Services  $5,000
Travel expenses $65,000
General Operating Expenses /  
Miscellaneous $25,000
Total Expenses estimated for 2021  $198,000

Current Staff and Volunteers:

HowToLife Movement® employs two staff currently and various contractors 
throughout the year, with the goal to hire more by the end of 2021.

700+ volunteers teens and young adults volunteer with HowToLife across the U.S. 
and internationally, helping coordinate the dozens of events and initiatives of the 
ministry. The vision is to see this grow substantially in the years to come.

HowToLife Movement® is looking to start an internship program to bring more 
young people onto the team by the end of 2021.

Motivations for Participating

I would love to participate in this initiative on behalf of the HowToLife Movement 
ministry, as it would be a great experience to connect with strategic leaders and 
people who care about seeing the Great Commission fulfilled in America. I was 
honored to be nominated by Grant Skeldon who I know well, as I truly believe this 
conversation is so timely and important. The opportunity for potential funding is 
definitely intriguing, as that could be incredibly helpful for HowToLife as we seek 
to reach, disciple, mobilize, empower, and equip Gen Z youth for Christ!

Website
HowToLifeMovement.com 

HowToLife Movement
Leader: Jordan Whitmer12
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PURPOSE

Greenhouse Network

Leader: Joel Repic

Breakout
Day 2, Room 2000

Project Category(s)
• Bivo/Covo Business for Mission Models and 

Expressions

• Church Planting and Funding Model

• Collaborative Methods for Increased Planting

• Disciple Making and Church Engagement

• Methods and Models for Mobilizing Everyday 
Missionaries

• Micro Models and Expressions

• Other - Innovative, unique projects that may not fit 
in an identified category but still fulfill our mission of 
church multiplication

Purpose of the Project/Initiative
The Greenhouse Network is a decentralized, released, 
growing family of missional leaders and outposts (non-
profit organizations, social impact projects, missional 
communities, businesses, and church plants) that exists 
to provide relationship between missional outposts and 
church plants for sharing resources, provide support for 
missional leaders, provide access for emerging leaders 
to existing social and material capital, and provide 
momentum for the regional multiplication of missional 
outposts and church plants.

6160 2021 SHARK TANK EVENT 2021 SHARK TANK EVENT
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Big Idea and Overview (cont’d.)
The Greenhouse Network had its beginnings in Aliquippa, Pennsylvania, a 
distressed community northwest of Pittsburgh along the Ohio River. The 
disinvestment of the steel industry in the 1980s left three generations of poverty 
with its attendant social challenges. In 2005, a youth development organization 
called Aliquippa Impact was birthed out of a 100+ year old Christian and 
Missionary Alliance Church called The Gospel Tabernacle that had begun to 
experience renewal. As that organization grew, served the community, and 
developed young and emerging leaders, lessons were learned about joining 
Jesus in mission among those experiencing poverty. Over the next decade, a 
family of non-profit organizations, social impact projects, missional communities, 
businesses, and church plants began to multiply in Aliquippa and throughout 
the Pittsburgh region with a special focus on post-industrial river communities. 
This movement remained almost entirely organic until leaders in the movement 
formed it into The Greenhouse Network in 2018. At this time, an incubator called 
the Greenhouse Lab was initiated at the relational center of the Network to 
provide a service platform (marketing support, financial support, coaching, and 
training) to support network leaders, help people imagine and start missional 
initiatives, and provide pathways for the poor to create their own businesses. In 
2020, the pandemic accelerated and positioned the network for multiplication. 
More partnerships were formed with traditional churches who were looking to 
engage mission in the milieu of the new challenges posed by the pandemic, and 
the Network formed a partnership with the Western Pennsylvania District of The 
Christian and Missionary Alliance with the goal of exploring how denominations 
and existing churches might work in synergy with networks to plant more 
missional outposts and multiply church plants.

Customer / Mission Field Context
As mentioned, the Greenhouse Network had its beginnings in Aliquippa, 
Pennsylvania, a former steel town experiencing its third generation of poverty. 
The basic story of Aliquippa is found over and over again in the river valleys 
of Western Pennsylvania. Towns were built by steel and coal corporations that 
suddenly disinvested their resources in the 1980s. Those who could relocate 
did, but the collapse of these industries revealed previously hidden social 
stratification and systemic racism that made it impossible for some families 
to move away. For the last 30 or so years, many of these towns have been 
populated by white (often 2nd or 3rd generation Eastern European immigrant 
families) and African-American communities left with few options and 
experiencing the social isolation of poverty. More recently, these populations 
have been joined by newer immigrant populations (Latin American, Iraqi, Syrian, 
Somali, Nepalese, and more) drawn to the area by the incredibly low cost of 

housing and living. Our focus has been joining Jesus in mission in these river 
communities throughout the Pittsburgh region.

Greenhouse Network
Leader: Joel Repic13

Goals and Desired Outcomes
1.  In the next year, the Network (sodalic) will partner with four kinds of 

churches (modalic) for the purpose of piloting intentional partnerships out 
of which we can learn reproducible models of sodalic/modalic synergy. 
The Network will partner with 1) a mid-sized, established church that is 
already heavily engaged mission in the community, 2) a large, established 
church that has relied heavily on attractional models 3) a small, established 
church that is just beginning to engage mission in the community, and 
4) a new church plant. After one year, we will summarize lessons that 
have been learned from these partnerships for the purpose of sharpening 
practices and creating materials that can be passed along to others.

2.  The Network is now partnering with denominational leadership in The 
Christian and Missionary Alliance in the Western Pennsylvania District. 
In fact, Joel Repic, the Greenhouse Network Coordinator, is now also 
serving as the Church Planting Director for the District. This is creating 
new, exciting territory to explore the possibility of denominational-
network partnership. After a year, we will summarize observations we have 
made and lessons that have been learned that might be helpful to other 
denominational or network leaders that might benefit. 

3.  Within the next year, the Greenhouse Lab will double its capacity to 
serve Network leaders and help missional leaders start new initiatives. In 
particular, this means doubling our capacity to serve leaders in coaching 
relationships, financial services, marketing support, and training. This 
capacity building is necessary to position ourselves to serve leaders better.

4.  For many years, the Network existed squarely in the territory of sodality, 
but now we are partnering with churches to plant modalic expressions of 
the church. Within the next year, we would like to be engaged in planting 
three churches that experience their beginnings in the context of synergy 
with the Network.

5.   In our Network, Gospel proclamation and demonstration have always 
existed side by side. We are a people committed to activism and justice, 
and we are a people committed to sharing the Good News of Jesus with 
our words. As the Network grows in the next year, we will provide every 
missional outpost in the Network with training in evangelism. We believe 
our Network is currently very hungry for this type of investment.
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Greenhouse Network
Leader: Joel Repic13

Results and Impact
1.  The Greenhouse Network currently includes 25 missional outposts in the 

Pittsburgh region. We believe this will double in the next year. It’s hard to 
know for sure, but we believe 600-700 people regularly gather in dispersed 
Network spaces for ongoing discipleship, and we think the Network is building 
evangelistic relationships with between 1000 and 1500 people in our region. 
In 2019, we think the Network was about half this size. Most of this growth has 
happened since the onset of the pandemic.

2.  In 2019, the Greenhouse Lab had 3 coaches. We currently have 24 coaches 
serving the Network. We believe this is indicative of the Lab’s capacity to 
continue to scale to serve Network leaders.

3.  In 2019 (as far as we can tell), the Network saw 30+ adults proclaim Jesus as 
Lord and be baptized in water. Most of these had no background in the church 
and often testified at baptism that no one had ever shared with them the 
Gospel. We find this number to be quite low given the size of the Network, and 
we believe it is attributable to 1) (the need for training in Gospel proclamation 
in a network heavy on Gospel demonstration) and 2) the very difficult contexts 
within which most of our missional outposts daily serve, contexts which often 
require heavy relational investment over many years.

4.  While qualitative to report, our Network is rooted in fasting and prayer. In 
recent years, we have watched prayer gatherings and practices, worship 
environments, and the mobilization of prayer teams significantly grow. It feels 
like the temperature of prayer is rising.

One final note, in all of this, we don’t believe we are yet seeing “Level 5” 
Multiplication. There are dynamics of addition and reproduction at play in the 
Network, but not yet true multiplying movement at an overarching scale. The 
attempt in the above goals and outcomes to make observations and learn lessons 
is an attempt to understand what multiplication might look like in our context.

Passion
In our early years, there was a question that plagued us: “Why is there so much 
distance between our Bibles and our experience of the Church?” The grief of 
this question cultivated a hunger and tenacity in us to see Jesus at work in our 
lifetimes.

It’s our obsession with Jesus that has taken us into disinvested communities. We 
have found Him in these places again and again doing what He does - drawing 
people to Himself, sharing His love, healing the sick, amplifying the voices of the 
poor, and comforting the suffering. Each time we find Him in a community cursed 

and left behind, the more impressed with His love we become. The real treasure 
has been discovering Him in the forgotten corners of the empire. Each time 
we testify that we’ve seen Jesus in these places, we believe it’s a protest to the 
despair too many of our communities experience because of poverty.

But we are also deeply passionate about releasing the Church to hear and 
respond to God’s voice as He invites us to join Him in mission. This has meant 
creating pathways that make it plausible for people to obey Him when He calls. In 
some cases, this has meant dismantling structures that made it hard to obey Him. 
In recent years, it has meant helping people discover their callings, challenging 
them to take risks in obedience, and supporting these individuals as they face the 
inevitable setbacks and suffering that come with following Jesus in mission. 

We believe Jesus is the best we have and the only reason we do what we do. This 
is why as we run after-school programs for kids, serve veterans with addictions, 
start businesses, serve coffee, create community for gamers, initiate recovery 
groups, take marginalized students overseas, grow food, create employment 
opportunities, advocate for the poor, engage in economic development, and all 
the very many other things our Network does on a weekly basis - we must tell 
people about Jesus. What defines us is not our social activity but a Divine Person 
who is mediator between God and humankind. The Good News is Him, and it’s 
access to Him that we want to create in a region that increasingly knows little 
about Him. We believe Jesus is calling a generation of apostolic leaders from 
these river towns, and it’s our joy to bear witness to it.

Resourcing 
This is a complicated question for our Network. Technically, the Greenhouse 
Network is not yet an organization with a legal structure or bank account. This 
may be necessary in time, but we don’t believe it is quite yet. The Network is led 
by Joel Repic, the Network Coordinator, and a Network Advisory Group of seven 
women and men who are leaders respected across the Network. We’d rather 
leave things as organic as possible for as long as possible. 

However, the Greenhouse Network leans into the Greenhouse Lab for operational 
support. The Lab is incorporated under an Episcopalian Benedictine religious 
order called The Community of Celebration. It’s a long, beautiful story, but 
this aging community (part of the Jesus People movement in the 1960s) has 
mentored many of our key Network leaders. We are caring for their needs as the 
sun sets on their movement in the later years of their lives, and they are passing 
on their significant financial and property resources to the Lab. We believe this 
will ensure the long-term sustainability of the Lab. Currently, the Lab is led by 
four part-time staff members, including John Jordan who serves as Executive 
Director, and a board of five individuals, which includes entrepreneurs from the 
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Greenhouse Network
Leader: Joel Repic13

local community. The Lab not only serves our Network but entrepreneurs from 
Aliquippa neighborhoods who want to start a business. When the Network needs 
operational support (i.e. a place to deposit funds), it uses the Lab for these 
functions. The Lab’s budget is approximately only $60,000 a year in part due 
to the partnership with our Episcopalian friends that has significantly defrayed 
many of our costs (they provide us with a facility for common working space, for 
instance).

Otherwise, the Network is organically led by a family of leaders across 25 
missional outposts who share training, resources, strategy, coaching, and 
who, most importantly, pray together. They steward about 2.5 million dollars 
in resources each year, but those funds are dispersed across the Network and 
stewarded by the particular missional outpost leaders and governing bodies who 
have created diverse funding streams that include donations, business revenue, 
government grants, and private foundation grants. The Greenhouse Network 
itself stewards very little of these resources; nearly all of it is stewarded at the 
ground-level of mission. 

The Network does disburse some small grants and operates with some small 
costs (website, printing, etc.). Currently, those costs have been less than $10,000 
a year. The Greenhouse Network has many leaders but no employees because its 
leaders are typically employed by one or multiple network organizations.

Motivations for Participation
Until recently, we felt very much alone. We had a strong community of 
relationships on the ground, but we often wondered if there were other people 
who felt as we did about the Church and mission. In 2018, Daniel Yang introduced 
us to the Tampa Underground. We felt like we became fast friends, and it 
was immensely encouraging for us to discover kinship with people who were 
experiencing Jesus in similar ways. Recently through the Christian and Missionary 
Alliance Learning Community with Exponential, we’ve also been able to learn 
from Mercy Road Church and the Kansas City Underground. Suddenly we have 
friends who are doing similar things and who have experienced similar setbacks. 
Our context is different, of course, but it’s hard to put into words the benefit 
of these relationships. We would hope this initiative would further broaden our 
relationships. We have so much to learn, and we are hungry.

Additionally, this is a season of building processes and systems for us. We want to 
keep cultivating the organic movement we’ve experienced (we’ve spent a lot of 
time dismantling systems, after all), but as things grow we are learning the need 
to have things written down, to create pathways, and imagine systems that serve 
the organic movement rather than limit what God is doing. Frankly, we need help 

doing this. We believe we are entering territory where lessons could be learned 
that would be helpful for reproducible system-creation, particularly network 
synergy with existing churches and denominations. We believe this initiative 
could help us make good observations, identify patterns, and avoid pitfalls.
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BIG IDEA

PURPOSE

Altar Live 

Leader: Stephanie Leathe 

Breakout
Day 2, Room 2010

Project Category(s)
• Collaborative Methods for Increased Planting

• Digital Engagement and Technology Models and 
Methods

• Disciple Making and Church Engagement

• Methods and Models for Mobilizing Everyday 
Missionaries

• Micro Models and Expressions

Purpose of the Project/Initiative
Altar Live is an online video conference and live stream 
platform designed to allow churches to do more than 
just create online content, but host interactive events and 
services where people are engaged in community and 
transformative relationships online.

Big Idea and Overview
We are a team of entrepreneurs, software engineers, and people of faith. In April 
2020, we formed our team. Alongside faith community partners, we began to 
build a worship and event platform designed to turn one-way broadcasts into 
two-way conversations. We realized that pastors, ministers, and faith leaders 
can upload sermons, services, and devotionals online, but have been struggling 
to find ways to be present with their people online. Online church engagement 
has become a measurement of likes, shares, comments, and views, but real 
engagement should be the measurement of transformative relationships, lives 
lived more fully, and personal encounters with God. We launched Altar Live 
to help churches not just post content online, but be a spiritually accessible 
community online. We design in partnership with the people we build software 
for - churches, ministries, and faith communities - and we are excited to be a 
technology partner for faith communities all over the world, through this season 
of disruption and beyond!

Customer/Mission Field Context
Our primary customers are churches, ministries or individuals who are leaning 
into hybrid or online ministry. We currently work with 700+ churches across 
North America, Europe and Australia that range from church plants to mega-
churches. We are most interested in working with those who are interested 
in using online as a space to increase accessibility to the spiritual community, 
lower barriers, flatten hierarchies, and embody a fresh expression of Christian 
spirituality.

Goals and Desired Outcomes
We want to be the video conference and online event tool of every church 
globally.

• Release the majority of our product roadmap by September 2021 (to 
support small groups and non-service events)

• Move from early adopter to early majority adopters over summer 2021 
(organic/word of mouth growth)

• Reach 1,000 Communities/Ministries/Churches actively using the platform

• 80% of churches on the platform using Altar Live for non-Sunday service 
discipleship

• 70% of churches on the platform using it for prayer outreach

• 200 all-digital/digital only churches started/supported
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Altar Live
Leader: Stephanie Leathe14

Results and Impact
• We officially launched our platform into beta in October 2020. We exited beta 

with 500+ churches on the platform in April 2020.

• 800+ community accounts created (150 actively using the platform on a daily/
weekly basis)

• 10,000+ member accounts created

• 14,000+ events held on the platform to date

• Hosted 3 conferences with over 100+ attendees on the platform

Passion
During the start of the pandemic in April 2020, I (Stephanie) had a casual 
conversation with my now co-founders Andrew Amann and Pavel Kilirov 
discussing how the disruption of COVID was affecting churches. A local pastor 
friend of ours was struggling to get his live stream online. As technology 
entrepreneurs, Andrew and Pavel were curious about more than just how to best 
live stream but what this online shift was going to mean for churches long term. 
We decided to start interviewing and listening to faith community leaders outside 
of our full time jobs.

Over summer 2020 we saw that hosting events/spiritual spaces online was 
suddenly “opening the doors” for people who cannot or don’t want to attend 
physically - whether for physical, emotional, situational, or other reasons. Those 
who are bed-bound, have kids with special needs, are introverted, have been hurt 
by church or are skeptical of church. Online church became an amazing front 
door. But we also saw that just because people could access a live stream didn’t 
mean they were engaged. Online churches also needed to offer people a living 
room. Opportunities for people to actually “talk back” and feel a part of church 
- not just a viewer. In August, 2020 I left my job as the Assistant Director of the 
Entrepreneurship Center at Gordon College and moved full time into getting 
Altar Live off the ground as a venture funded by NineTwoThree Digital.

Most churches have been using Zoom, CHOP, YouTube, Facebook, or some 
combination of all of them. We started mapping out what other industries were 
trying to do to address this same “engagement” issue and brought together the 
best video conferencing and live streaming tools together to design a platform 
specifically for the way faith communities gather. Because not all of our 25 
person team has Christian faith, we very intentionally knew we needed to make 
sure we were listening to and partnering with faith leaders and innovators in 
the space. We consider these people part of our team and they have helped 
our whole team listen and learn (Angela Craig, Jeff Reed, Steve Fogg, and Dale 
Sellers). This is how Altar Live was born.

MOTIVATIONS
I am passionate as well about the bigger church cultural conversation that is 
happening. I grew up as a Christian, daughter of theologians and international 
humanitarian workers. I was born in Pakistan and raised in Afghanistan until I was 
18. My parents are both American, with a passion for the unconventional and for 
practicing what you preach. I moved to the US to attend Gordon College.

Most of my faith experience has been in house-churches and small churches. The 
American church culture was a big culture shock for me. I belong to a generation 
of Christians who are leaving the church - many of whom still want the message 
of Jesus and the gospel, but have become disillusioned with American church 
culture. 

I hope that Atlar Live can play a role in this time of disruption to reimagine 
our approach to Church in a way that lowers barriers, flattens hierarchies, and 
embodies a fresh expression of Christian spirituality that is accessible to all.

Resourcing
We are a self-funded initiative from our founders (Stephanie, Pavel, and 
Andrew) and a venture resourced and supported by 923 Digital (https://www.
ninetwothree.co/). Over the past 9 years our team has built 40+ apps with over 
3 million downloads. Our combined experience allows us to build exceptional 
and creative technology, with a customer-centric focus. We are passionate about 
churches and ministries which have historically been an underserved group. We 
want to make sure churches have the best technological tools and resources to 
not only survive but thrive through 2021 and beyond. This experience and passion 
is shared by our team of innovators, designers and builders headquartered in 
Boston, USA. We are uniquely situated as a self-bootstrapped startup with a 
team of 25 people - UX/UI designers, developers, QA, and project managers.

Motivations for Participating
Exponential is an amazing community of innovators. While Altar Live is not in 
need of funding, we want to get the word out about what we have built. We 
want to help as many churches as we can do more than just stream content, but 
engage people in relationships online.

Website
https://www.altarlive.com/
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THE FUTURE 
CHURCH 

INITIATIVE 
SHARK TANK

CHICAGO
NOVEMBER 3-4, 2021 

Join us in Chicago as we 
explore the future of the 

church with 15+ pioneering 
leaders and projects.

EXPONENTIAL VENTURES 
PRESENTS 

Keep the Momentum Going and 
Save the Date for Exponential’s National Conference

March 7-10, 2022 in Orlando, FL

     • 50+ speakers: today’s top church multiplication leaders

    • 200+ workshops taught by true practitioners

    • 20+ free networking opportunities

Pre-conference intensives and labs on topics such as multi-site, city 
movements, discipleship, multi-ethnic ministry, and many more

REGISTER NOW AT: exponential.org/events

The theme for these conferences is a continuation of the church multiplication 
conversation from 2020-2021 — Together: Pursuing the Great Collaboration. 

Exponential Regional Conferences are the perfect opportunity to build momentum with 
your entire team. Find a location near you:

• Washington, D.C. — September 13-14, 2021

• San Francisco Bay Area — October 5-6, 2021

• Southern California — October 7-8, 2021

Here’s what you and your team will experience at an Exponential Regional Conference:

• Practical, hands-on training from 50+ of today’s top church multiplication teachers

• Pre-Conference Equipping Labs on topics important to the Church today, taught by 
top church multiplication leaders, answering questions such as: 

 + “How can we regather the church and restore community?”
 + “How do we balance physical church and digital church?”
 + “How can we mobilize our church into our community?”

• Short travel to local locations — perfect for bringing your entire team

REGISTER NOW AT: exponential.org/events

It’s Time To Be 
Together Again!

• Houston — October 26-27, 2021

• Chicago — November 2-3, 2021

Nashville Shark Tank Attendees can save 15% off Registration through August 31, 2021.  
Use the following code during checkout: SHARKTANK15

Coupon code is good starting 08/01 for those that get the program book early.

MARK YOUR 
CALENDAR NOW! 
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